
1 . 0 6 Linear Inequalities and

Properties of Inequalities 

In describing equations and inequalities, the Trichotomy Axiom 

and interval notation will be helpful. Consider the variable X and 

any number, for example, 4. As the word "tri" means "three," 

according to the Trichotomy Axiom, there are three ways to compare 

the variable X to the number 4: X=4, X<4, or X>4.

< 
X<4 X>4 

The first category X=4 consists of just one point. The second 

category X<4 represents an entire interval of numbers on the 

number line to the left of the number 4. Likewise, the third 

category X>4 represents an entire interval of numbers on the 

numberline to the right of the number 4. Notice in each of these 

cases, the endpoint 4 is Il.Q.t included. If the endpoint 4 � to be 

included, then you write X�4 or X�4 respectively. Remember that 

X < 4 is equivalent to 4 > X, and that X�4 is equivalent to 4�X. 

Suppose the variable X represents all values between -3 and 4. 

In this case, X must be greater than -3 and at the same time less 

than 4. Another way to write this is -3 is less than X and at the 

same time X is less than 4. In math symbols, this is -3<X and 

X<4. This can be written -3<X<4, which in English just means that 

"Xis between -3 and 4, not including the endpoints." 

Since in each of these intervals there are infinitely many 

numbers, it is helpful to describe the interval with interval 

notation (illustrated on the next page!). Interval notation is 

always given from left to right, with brackets "[" or "]" 

indicating included endpoints, and parentheses "(" or ")" 

indicating that endpoints are not included. If the interval 

extends all the way to the right (infinity) or to the left 

(negative infinity) , the symbols "00" or "-00" are used. The 

tradition has always been to consider -00 and oo non-inclusive, since 

infinity is not something that can be "contained" or "included." 
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ANSWERS 1.06 

p. 80-82:
1 . ( -oo, -4) ; 2 , ( -oo, 1) ; 3 . ( 2,

6. (-oo, -4); 7. <!); 8. (-00,00); 
11. (-1, SJ; 12. (-4,-2); 13. 
15. [-2,4]; 16. [-3,7). 

p. 84-85: 

oo); 4. (-oo, 3]; 5. [5,oo); 
9. {-00,00);

(-6, 12];

10. (-oo, -9];
14. (-9,-3);

1. Add prop for eq; 2. Add prop for eq; 3. Add prop for ineq;
4. Add prop for ineq; 5. Mult prop for eq; 6. Mult prop for

ineq; 7. Mult ineq by positive; 8. Mult ineq by negative;
9. Mult prop for eq; 10. Mult ineq by negative;

11. Transitive,equations; 12. Transitive, inequalities;
13. Transitive, inequalities; 14. Transitive, inequalities;
15. Mult ineq by positive; 16. Transitive, inequalities;
17. Addition prop for ineq; 18. Addition prop for eq;
19. Mult prop for eq; 20. Transitive, equations;
21. MUlt ineq by negative; 22. Mult ineq by positive;

23. Mult prop for eq; 24. Add prop for eq;
25. Symmetric for eq; 26. Reflexive for eq;
27. Transitive for ineq; 28. Mult ineq by negative;
29. Add prop for ineq; 30. Mult ineq by positive.

p. 88-90:

1. (-oo, -2);2. (-oo,4); 3. No Solution; 4. (-00, -2Jv(4,00);
5. (-oo, oo); 6. (-2,4); 7. [-2, oo); 8. [4,oo);
9, (-oo, -4)v[-2,oo); 10. No Solution; 11. (-5,-2]; 12. (-"", "");

13. (-oo, oo); 14. (-1, SJ; 15. (-oo, 2]; 16. No Solution;
17. (-1,oo); 18. (2,oo); 19. (-2,2]; 20. (-oo, -2)v[O,oo).




